Is Poland Not Yet Lost?
A Self-Limiting Revolution?
WILLIAM E. GRIFFITH*
The most perilous moment for a government is one when it seeks to mend its ways.
Only consummate statecraft can enable a king to save his throne when after a long
spell of oppressive rule he sets to improving the lot of his subjects. Patiently endured
so long as it seemed beyond redress, a grievance comes to appear intolerable once
the possibility of removing it crosses men's minds. For the mere fact that certain
abuses have been remedied draws attention to the others and they now appearmore
galling: people may suffer less, but their sensibility is exacerbated. - Alexis
de Tocqueville'
Poland is the USSR's most important ally because of its geographical
location on the historic invasion route to Moscow, its size, and its resources.
Fiercely nationalist, devoutly Catholic, and a traditional fighter for its
freedom from Russia, Poland is also the ally Moscow finds most difficult
to dominate. If the USSR lost all its influence over Poland, it would face
the loss of East Germany, German reunification, and global encirclement.
Yet Poland's agriculture has been overwhelmingly private since 1956, and
the Roman Catholic church has long been its source of real authority (pays
riel) and the Communist party only its government (pays lUgal). Uniquely
in Eastern Europe, three times before - in 1956, 1970, and 1976 when communist control seemed endangered, the Red Army did not invade
Poland. 2
* William E. Griffith is Ford Professor of Political Science at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and Adjunct Professor of Diplomatic History at the Fletcher School ofLaw and Diplomacy.
He was a visiting professor of politics at the University of Munich in 1981 and has been a consultant
to the National Security Council since 1977. Professor Griffith is the author of several books, including
three on Sino-Soviet relations and a book on the Ostpolitik of the Federal Republic of Germany. This
article is reprinted by permission of the publisher, from The Superpowersand Regional Tensions: Russia,
America, a,,d Europe, by William E. Griffith (Lexington, Mass.: Lexington Books, D.C. Heath and
Company, Copyright 1982, D.C. Heath and Company).
Note: Jeszcze Polska hie zginej ("Poland is not yet lost") is the opening line of the Polish national
anthem.
1. From his classic study, The Old Regime and the Reiolution.
2. This chapter is an expanded, revised, and updated version of William E. Griffith, "Poland Is
Not Yet Lost" in Griffith, " 1980: A Year of Crises," mimeographed MITICIS, C/80-9, November
1980. As of mid- 1981, the best overall analyses of recent Polish developments that I had seen
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For the first time in any communist country, in late summer 1980,
Polish workers won an independent, legally institutionalized trade-union
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movement by nonviolent sit-down strikes, the most difficult trade-union
tactic for communists - or capitalists - to combat. Their victory, an
event perhaps even more important than the Soviet-Yugoslav break, endangered Moscow's global position; for if their victory, or most of it, were
to last, it would probably gradually infect the rest of Eastern Europe and
later perhaps even the non-Great Russian nations in the USSR. If the Red
Army crushed it, however, Moscow would lose its hopes of gaining influence in Western Europe and the United States would move further into
cold war frame of reference - possibly resulting in an alliance with, and
the arming of, China.
The 1980 Polish workers' victory was one of the few unifying events
in modern Polish history that had centered in part on the struggle between
"reds" and "whites" - those who wanted to revolt against Russia and
those who did not. The modern Polish intelligentsia was also split between
practicing Catholics and agnostic leftists. The workers' 1980 victory temporarily surmounted these splits, which only the independence struggles
during both world wars had done before, by creating a symbiosis of
nationalism, Catholicism, and Christian and social democracy. Most important, it gave Polish society more elbow room for its protracted struggle
with the Communist party.
By 1980 this struggle was in its second round. The first round had
ended in 1968 when a wave of intellectual and student discontent had
played into the hands of General Mieczyslaw Moczar, then the leader of
the ambitious, antisemitic partisans. His attempt to take power failed
when Gomulka got Brezhnev's support after the invasion of Czechoslovakia. The second round had begun in December 1970 with workers'
demonstrations in the Polish seacoast cities, sparked by meat price increases, in which many workers were killed. Gomulka fell prey to a palace
revolt headed by Edward Gierek and aided by Moczar, whom Gierek soon
purged.
In 1976, workers' demonstrations broke out, triggered again by rises
in meat prices. As it had in 1970, the communist leadership gave in to
most of the workers' demands but did not carry out many of them. Thus
for the first time in history, a Communist party twice gave in to workers'
demands and then backtracked on its concessions. The workers learned
from this experience that they could block price increases and overthrow
a party head, but that only through institutionalization of their victory
could gains be made permanent.
The workers had grown accustomed in the early 1970s to rising living
standards, only to see them fade in the late 1970s. They were determined
to keep them from declining even further and were confident they could
do so. By 1980, Polish workers were very different from those in the
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1950s and 1960s. They were better educated, disciplined, and modernized, and above all, deeply nationalist and Catholic. They were also wholly
disillusioned with reforms from above and with the party leadership whom
they saw as their exploiters. They comprised a modern, mature working
class with successful experience in strikes, the beginnings of a spontaneous
trade-union leadership, and a trade-union ideology that evolved out of
their experience and that was elaborated by dissident intellectuals.
After 1970, Gierek borrowed billions from the West to modernize
Polish industry in order to make its exports competitive in the world
market and in order to import food and consumer goods to raise living
standards. Workers' real wages and expectations rose rapidly during the
first half of the 1970s, far faster than productivity. Then the Polish
economy went sour. Some causes were external: for example, rising energy
costs (including Soviet petroleum) and costlier imports from the West.
Poland imported and suffered from Western inflation and stagflation,
which cut back Polish exports. However, most of the economic slump's
causes were domestic. For example, capital investments were too great
to be fully productive. The government also cut back on consumer-goods
production, a move that led to massive unsatisfied demand. Because private
farmers did not get enough aid, agricultural productivity remained low.
Poland, therefore, had to import great amounts of food. Because there
were no basic economic reforms, industrial productivity fell even lower.
Gierek then cut back imports, which only worsened the situation. Poland
had to borrow even more in the West including, by the late 1970s, money
to pay for its huge debt service. (Because West German Chancellor Helmut
Schmidt wanted to preserve Ostpolitik and was close to Gierek, he urged
the West German banks to extend new loans.)
Many Polish communist officials became bourgeois in their living styles.
They were Mafialike in their corruption. Softened by special stores where
they could buy Western goods cheaply and by country dachas where they
could enjoy themselves out of sight of the working class whose vanguard
they claimed to be, they became cynical about their discredited ideology.
They thus became less likely to risk revolution or even trouble by resisting
pressure from the workers or the intelligentsia. Gierek's policies benefited
the scientific and technical intelligentsia much more than the workers.
At the end of the 1970s, the Polish economic crisis worsened rapidly.
Poland's debt to the West was $14 billion at the end of 1978 and $25
billion by 1981. Net national income fell 2 percent in 1980, and inflation
was estimated at 8 percent. Economic growth, the rate of increase in
consumption, and upward social mobility declined.
A major crisis of political authority ensued because nothing creates a
revolutionary situation so rapidly or decisively as the disappointment of
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rising mass expectations plus the demonstrated unwillingness of a repressive but decaying and delegitimized regime to crush the mass discontent that it generates.
The 1970 and 1976 demonstrations produced new leaders who were
eager for new opportunities. They were harassed by the regime, but not
kept out of circulation. In late 1977, several unofficial free trade-union
cells were set up, of which the most important was the Free Baltic Trade
Union in Gdafisk. One of its founding members was a young, devoutly
Catholic electrician named Lech Wa/gsa. He had been a member of the
1970 strike committee in Gdafisk and had often been fired and arrested
thereafter. He and others like him had come into touch with the dissident
intellectuals through their publications, notably Robotnik, founded by
KSS/KOR members (see below) for workers in 1977. Wa!ksa became one
of the editors of the Free Baltic Trade Union Paper, Robotnik Wybrzeza.
THE CHURCH

Polish nationalism and Catholicism have historically been as integrally
and indissolubly a whole as they have been in Ireland. From 1795 to
1918, while Poland was partitioned, the Roman Catholic church was the
only institution that incarnated and sustained the Polish struggle for
national survival and independence. The church's heroic World War II
resistance against the Nazis and the Soviets and its quiet, determined
refusal to cooperate with the Soviet and Polish communists after 1945
reinforced its historic role.
From World War II until June 1981 the Polish church was headed by
the late great Polish patriot and ecclesiastical statesman, Stefan Cardinal
Wyszy6ski. The election of its other great leader, Karol Cardinal Wojtyla
of Cracow, as Pope John Paul II, and his triumphal visit in 1979 to
his native land - during which the self-imposed discipline of the overwhelming crowds was in retrospect a rehearsal for the discipline of the
1980 strikes - further confirmed the church's leadership of Poland.
Remember the Pope's picture on the gates of the Gdafisk Shipyard during
the 1980 strike; the crowds of workers thronging to Catholic masses and
confessions there; and Walqsa, holding a crucifix, signing the strikers'
agreement with the government with a huge red and white pen (the Polish
colors) distributed during the Pope's visit. True, Cardinal Wyszy6ski's
speech during the strike underestimated, many thought, how much the
workers could safely hope to gain, but the Episcopate declaration which
immediately followed caught up with events. The Cardinal's early Sep3. August 1980: The Strikes in Poland.
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tember 1980 audience for WaIgsa and his associates - after offering a
mass for them in his private chapel - his subsequent endorsements of
their activities, and the increasingly active role of the church in mediating
strike settlements showed again that the church/worker symbiosis was
alive and well in all of Poland. 4
CATHOLIC AND REVISIONIST DISSIDENCE BEFORE

1970

The defeat of the noncommunist Polish resistance in the 1944 Warsaw
rising and the glacier of Stalinist terror thereafter temporarily submerged
Polish resistance to Soviet rule. However, liberal Catholic intellectuals
who tried to modernize the church, which before 1939 had been dogmatic,
chauvinist, and often antisemitic, revived the nineteenth-century ideology
of political realism or organic work which patriotic Poles had developed
after the tsars crushed the great Polish risings of 1830 and 1863 - that
is, limited cooperation with the occupying powers to further Poland's
economic development. This policy, supported by Cardinal Wyszyfiski,
was formulated by Stanislaw Stomma and his associates in the liberal
Catholic publishing group, Znak, and spread by the Cracow Catholic
weekly, Tygodnik Powszechny. In 1956 Gomulka came to terms with the
church and co-opted several of these anti-Marxist - but not anti-Soviet
- Catholic intellectuals into parliament. As Gomulka's and later Gierek's
Thermidor proceeded, however, their position gradually eroded and they
were maneuvered out of political life, culminating in Stomma's lone vote
against the 1975 pro-Soviet amendments to the Polish constitution. His
was a symbolic rejection of collaboration compared to that of Rejtan, the
Polish parliamentarian who lay down across the door of the parliment at
the end of the eighteenth century to protest its acceptance of Poland's
partition.
By 1980, most liberal Catholics were disillusioned with cooperation
with the Communist party. They had several publications (for example,
Tygodnik Powszechny and Wifi), a publishing house (Znak), and several
clubs of Catholic intellectuals (KIK), and they were ready to shift to
pressure from below. In 1980, some of them became involved in the
burgeoning workers' discontent and were prominent among the experts
advising Solidarity during the August 1980 strikes. One of these, Tadeusz
Maziowecki, editor-in-chief of Wifi, later became editor of Solidarity's
newspaper.
The Polish communist revisionists of the 1950s and 1960s had been
pushed toward social democracy by Gomulka's and Gierek's rejection of
4. Conversations in Warsaw, April and June, 1981.
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all their demands for reform. The final blow to their hopes came in 1968,
when not only was a wave of intellectual and student discontent ruthlessly
suppressed, but for a time antisemitism became the main weapon of
repression. Thereafter many of them, now ex-revisionists, concluded that
they had no hope for improvement unless they allied with the church and
the Catholic intellectuals. The December 1970 strike and the party's
concessions to the workers convinced the revisionists that any successful
protest movement must have a working-class base, which meant alliance
with the church.
The Znak and the revisionists left an important heritage. They had
brought renewed political consciousness and maturity to the Polish intelligentsia. They had showed that cooperation with a communist leadership did not work. Because the revisionists lost faith in Marxism, and
the leftist Catholic intelligentsia helped to make the church's anticommunism politically more sophisticated, they prepared the way for the new
ideology of pressure from below.
INTELLECTUAL DISSIDENCE AFTER

1970

Intellectuals, communist and not, had been in the forefront of the
previous waves of East European unrest. (Only in the Plze6i and East Berlin
spontaneous workers' risings had it been the workers themselves.) Ferment
had begun among disaffected communist activists and had spread to party
intellectuals, then to students and the communication media, and finally
to the workers. It had begun as ideologically revisionist - that is, it tried
to turn back from the distortions of Stalinism to true Leninism or true
Marxism.
By 1980, however, belief in Marxism-Leninism was almost dead in
Poland. Socialism, in the sense of continued nationalization of heavy
industry plus massive social welfare, was accepted. The workers did not
want to return to pre-1939 capitalism, for socialism had brought them
job security and a leisurely pace of work, and the privileges and corruption
of the regime and the declining living standards of the population made
dissident intellectuals and workers more egalitarian. Polish dissidence
after 1968, when Gomulka crushed revisionist intellectual and student
opposition, was Christian or social democratic, not revisionist, and
strongly nationalist.
After the 1976 strikes, two new dissident groups developed. Far from
being clandestine, they constantly and publicly declared their motives and
their aims. One leftist, non-Catholic group, KSS/KOR, was made up of
oppositional intellectuals who had either always been social democrats or
excommunists, like Jacek Kuroii and Adam Michnik, who later became
social democrats. Another group, ROPCiO, was more nationalist and
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Catholic. (A third, clandestine group, PPN, which called for the overthrow
of the regime, had little influence.) By summer 1980, Polish dissidents
were publishing more than thirty regular, uncensored newspapers and
magazines, with circulations in the thousands and a mass audience of
millions through their rebroadcast by Radio Free Europe. 5 The World
War II "Flying University" also revived - that is, dissident professors
lectured to eager students - as did the Student Solidarity Committee
(SKS). The police often harassed these groups, sometimes briefly imprisoned their leaders, but never suppressed them.
The dissidents tried to build up other pressure groups; to mobilize
international opinion in their support; to set up independent sources of
information and analysis; to publish noncensored publications; to have
their publications, and thereby their ideology, broadcast back into Poland,
primarily by Radio Free Europe, and thereby gradually to create a
counterculture.
KSS/KOR's and ROPCiO's key contributions to the 1980 strikes were
twofold. KSS/KOR members published a semimonthly paper, Robotnik
("The Worker" - the name of the pre-1939 daily of the Polish Socialist
party), which by summer 1980 printed up to 50,000 copies. Its editorial
board had representatives from all major Polish industrial centers, and
its ideas influenced the burgeoning free trade-union leadership. 6 For example, Robotnik wrote in May 1980:
Action in defense of arrested workers is essential, especially
by their co-workers. If other methods fail, one can resort to
strikes.
The demands of each strike must contain, in addition to economic matters, specific demands for an end to political repression as well.'
Robotnik also published an action program of specific demands. ROPCiO
helped organize semilegal free trade unions on the Baltic seacoast, notably
in Gdafisk.
The one semidissident organization, which included party as well as
nonparty members, was the DiP ("Experience and the Future"). Even this
was not primarily Marxist revisionist because many of the party members
5. See the regular reviews of these publications in RFE Research; and LidiaCiolkosz, "The Uncensored
Press," Survey (Autumn 1979). See also the articles by Joseph Kay, Andrzej Szczpiorski, Andrzej
Drawicz, and Tadeusz Szafar in Survey (Autumn 1979) and the extensive documentation therein.
6. For Robotnik, see RFE Research, Situation Report, Poland, 17/80, 17-18 September 1980, pp.
16-18 and Survey (Autumn 1979).
7. "How to Defend Ourselves," Rohotnik, 30 May 1980, quoted from Brumberg, "The Revolt of
the Workers," p. 26.
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in it had also become covert social democrats. In 1979 and 1980, before
the August 1980 strikes, DiP sent two major in-system reformist analyses
of the Polish situation to the party leadership that provided detailed,
sophisticated analyses of the Polish political and economic crises. 8 Their
contents were broadcast back into Poland by Radio Free Europe so they
received something like mass circulation. There was reportedly some
sympathy with the DiP ideas at the highest levels of the party, but the
ideas never were put into practice.
These dissident groups, with the partial exception of DiP, had a nonclass
orientation - that is, they appealed to all social strata. They stressed
popular appeal, consensus, and concerted, organized activity. They tried
to learn from their experience and from the 1970 and 1976 strikes. With
the exception of PPN, they opposed conspiratorial activity or challenge
to the leading role of the Communist party or the alliance of Poland with
the USSR. Far from wanting to remain in the ghetto of the intelligentsia,
they tried hard to establish contacts with dissident workers and peasants
and gradually succeeded. Their ultimate objectives were free trade unions
for workers and peasants, near-total end of censorship, end of discrimination against Christians, and student participation in their own affairs.
They had become social democrats for a somewhat different reason from
the one that made revolutionary Marxists become social democrats in
Imperial Germany and within the Eurocommunist Western Communist
parties after 1968. In both of these cases, they had embraced parliamentary
gradualism rather than revolution because they otherwise saw no chance
of electoral victory. The Polish non-Catholic dissidents became social
democrats not only because they had lost faith in Marxism, but also
because they knew that the Red Army would crush any attempt to overthrow communism in Poland or even the sort of Marxist revisionism that
had been widespread in Poland and Hungary in 1956 and in Czechoslovakia
in 1968. In-system self-limited reforms of Polish communism, without
challenging its ideology, leading role, or ties with Moscow, was thus for
them politics as the art of the possible.
The new ideology, which played a major role in the 1980 strikes and
thereafter, was first developed in detail primarily by the non-Catholic
dissidents - notably, Adam Michnik, a young excommunist historial
who, imprisoned after 1968, became the private secretary of the famous
8. Jan B. de Weydenthal, "The Unofficial Report on Polish Politics and Society," RFE Research,
2 November 1979; and Weydenthal, "The Unofficial Program for Change in Poland," RFE
Research, 2 July 1980. For its post-August 1980 views, see its draft program in Avant,! 17
December 1980, analyzed in Kevin Devlin, "New Polish Reform Document Reported," RFE
Research, 24 December 1980; and an article by its head, Stefan Bratkowski, in Dissent (Winter
1981) (originally in Le Figaro, 4 September 1980.)
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writer Antoni Slonimski and later the principal KSS/KOR ideologist; anc
Jacek Kurofi, another excommunist who became KSS/KOR's organizational leader. This ideology had at its core the mobilization of nonconspiratorial but not formally legal dissident groups who in turn woulc
mobilize society against the state by creating nonlegal trade-union cells,
student organizations, and peasant unions. It was initially gradualist anc
reformist for it accepted the impossibility, given Soviet policy, of a multiparty system or ending the alliance with the USSR. However, it maintained that the USSR eventually would accept such a development because
it would realize that the cost of intervention would be greater and thai
developments would remain controlled and limited. The movement woulc
be based on the working class, which alone could achieve the ideology',
goal. The intellectuals allied with the church, which had supported th(
workers in the 1970 strikes. (The new ideology thus proposed an end tc
the traditional Polish split between the church and the secular left.) A!
Kurofi put it:
Open protest, synchronized in a number of centers, unites the
country and becomes a social movement . . . a joint form of
action in which every participant realizes his aims by acting
in a small, independent group. 9
In the face of the developing opposition, the more pragmatic party
members and leaders favored some compromises, but as Michnik put it,
they could at most be partners but never allies. "o
THE COMMUNIST PARTY

In 1980, the party leadership, discredited and disunited by factional
struggles, was nearly rent apart by the strike. It has been split among
a few genuine reformers such as Rakowski, Jagielski, Barczikowski, and
Fiszbach; pragmatic, reluctant, solely economic reformers like Olszowski
and Kania; hard-liners such as Lukasiewicz, who wanted more repression;
and Gierek, trapped in between. In February, for reasons of personal
rivalry, Gierek ousted Olszowski and made Babiuch, another reluctant,
pragmatic economic reformer, prime minister. Babiuch's partial reforms,
sabotaged by hard-liners, could not contain the deepening crisis. Party
9. Jacek Kuroii, "Reflections on a Program of Action," Polish Review (London), no. 3 (1977),
quoted from Brumberg, "Revolt of the Workers," p. 25.
10. The best brief elaboration of this ideology in English translation, also a penetrating critique of
the revisionists and the lay Catholics, was by Adam Michnik, "The New Evolutionism," Survey
(Summer-Autumn 1976). For Michnik's biography, see Radio Free Europe, August 1980, pp.
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writers and intellectuals were openly critical. " When the seacoast strikes
broke out in July 1980, Gierek initially offered minimal concessions and
sacrificed Babiuch and Lukasiewicz. Thereafter, when the strikes spread,
the most pragmatic economic reformers, Jagielski and Barczikowski, successfully negotiated with the workers and became more powerful, while
Gierek's position rapidly eroded. After the strike ended, Gierek had a
heart attack, just as Gomulka had had before he fell in 1970, and Kania,
with Minister of Defense General Jaruzelski (who had opposed the use
of force against the strikers), replaced him.
THE

1980

STRIKES AND THEIR RESULTS

What must seem still more extraordinary to us, given our
experience of the aftermath of so many revolutions, is that the
possibility of a violent upheaval never crossed our parents'
minds. 12
The strikes began locally, sparked by the July 1980 meat price rises.
At first the strikers concentrated on getting financial compensation for
the price rises, which the workers believed broke the party's commitment
to them, rather than on having the price rises reversed. Unlike the 1970
and 1976 strikes when party headquarters had been burned down, the
1980 strikes were sit-down and entirely peaceful. Robotnik had spread
KSS/KOR's slogan, "Form committees, don't burn them." The historic
memories of the slaughter of the risings of 1830, 1863, and 1944, the
Soviet invasions of Hungary and Czechoslovakia, and the workers' mature
trade-union consciousness also restrained the strikers. " Indeed, they were
so peaceful, so disciplined, and so wholly sit-down in character that the
party leadership, which initially reacted slowly and indecisively, saw no
alternative but to restrain itself in return. At first the workers' demands
were economic only, and dissident intellectuals were not involved. Their
role was limited to informing the foreign press about strikes and thereby
assuring that news of them (which the party suppressed) be broadcast back
into Poland by Radio Free Europe. The party leadership did not imagine
that such spontaneous local strikes could produce an organized, nationwide
strike movement and initially hoped to handle them at the local level.
The second phase, also spontaneous, was one of the large-scale organization of the strikers, and it began in August, primarily on the seacoast.
11. See the Writers' Union party cell bulletin, analyzed by Margueritte in LeFigaro,4 August 1980.
12. Alexis de Tocqueville, The Old Regime and the Revolution.
13. The ablest analysis of the lessons of strikes and risings in Eastern Europe is J.M. Montias,
"Economic Conditions and Political Instability." Except for the epilogue, it was written before
the August 1980 strikes and was thus amazingly prophetic.
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The Lenin Shipyard at Gdafisk, which had been one of the centers of th
1970 strikes, took the lead in forming a regional organization. MKS
under the watchword solidarity, which symbolized the priority of unity
The MKS soon added political and institutional demands. Initially th
Gdaiisk-strike leadership was ready to end the strike after the managemen
agreed to higher wages, the reinstatement of two dismissed workers, an,
a monument to the workers killed in the December 1970 strike, but th
workers themselves demanded that the strike continue. The original po
litical demands went very far indeed and included free elections, but th
Gdafisk KSS/KOR representative and the Catholic experts achieved less
limitation to their rights to strike, free expression, release and rehabili
tation of political prisoners, publication of the establishment of the MK:
and of its demands, information about Poland's economic situation, an(
debate about reform, wage increases, the elimination of special shops, an(
a five-day work week. These demands, which rapidly spread throughou
Poland, became the workers' program in negotiations with the government
Initially the government tried to harass and isolate the MKS. It cu
off all communications to Gdafisk and denounced them as antisocialist
Nonetheless, KSS/KOR kept the foreign press informed, and Radio Fre
Europe broadcast their reports back to Poland, and as a result the party'
communication blockage failed. The MKS remained firm and tensio,
escalated throughout Poland; Cardinal Wyszy6ski and a group of intel
lectuals, fearful of an explosion, called for calm and reason. The Cardina
had underestimated the workers' determination, however. He soon tool
a stronger stand, as did the episcopate, and Catholic and non-Catholi,
intellectual dissidents were invited by the MKS to advise it. They playe(
an important role in the final negotiations. The government had arrestec
the principal leaders of KSS/KOR, which was therefore initially not rep
resented among the experts. Realizing that compromise was inevitable
and after General Jaruzelski declared that Polish soldiers would not fir,
on workers, the leadership sent Kazimierz Barcikowski and Mieczyslav
Jaglelski to negotiate with the MKS in Szczecin and Gdafisk respectively.'
Four Politburo members - including Prime Minister Babiuch and agit
prop chief Lukasiewicz and trade-union head Szydlak, the latter two hard
liners - were replaced by Olszowski and Grabski. Gierek was replace(
by Kania shortly thereafter.
The final agreement, on 31 August, was a landmark in post-194'
Polish history. It was a major victory for the workers, and thereby fo.
society, against the party and state. All the workers' demands were ac
cepted. In return they agreed only that the party played the leading rol
14. Guetta from Gdarisk, Le Monde, 19 August 1980.
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in the state and that Poland's alliance with the USSR was inviolable. (This
concession was made by Wa/ksa at the urging of the Catholic experts.)
He overruled the radical workers and some KSS/KOR sympathizers. (Thus
the first confrontation began to repolarize the Catholics versus KSS/KOR.)
The government also agreed that the workers had the right to strike, that
all political prisoners including the KSS/KOR leaders would be immediately released, that censorship would be rigidly restricted, and that
Catholic mass would be broadcast on Sunday. The economic egalitarian
part of the agreement included a gradual increase in wages, particularly
for the lowest paid workers, a slowdown of consumer price increases, and
cutbacks on special privileges, special sales, stores, and so forth.
By mid-1981, five main political poststrike developments in the Polish
odnowa ("renewal") stood out: (1) the attempt of Solidarity and groups
of writers, students, and peasants to deepen and institutionalize political
pluralism in Poland; (2) the attempt of the party leadership to check and
begin to reverse this trend; 5 (3) the renewed polarization between moderates (the Catholics) and radicals (KSS/KOR) within and without Solidarity; (4) the attempt of the Communist-party base to renew its leadership
and apparat; and (5) the indecision of Moscow about whether to crush
Polish political pluralism by force.
SOLIDARITY VERSUS

PARTY

The pattern that emerged in the continuing struggle between the free
trade union and the party was one of recurrent crises with mutual brinkmanship giving way to compromise once tension reached the point at
which both sides believed that a Soviet invasion was at hand. The four
major crises occurred (1) in autumn 1980 about the legal registration of
Solidarity;' 6 followed in December by the impressive, Catholic dedication
of a monument in Gdafisk to the workers killed in the 1970 strikes, a
symbol of affirmation of national identity and the need for national reconciliation;1 7 (2) inJanuary 1981 about the five-day week;' 8 (3) in February
about peasants' and students' unions; and (4) in late March about the
Bydgoszcz "provocation" (see below). The government vacillated on the
first crisis; it first had a court amend the registration application and then
the Supreme Court reverse it. Intermittent waves of strikes showed how
15. See the penetrating DiP draft analysis in Avanti!, 17 December 1980, analyzed in Kevin Devlin,
"New Polish Reform Document Reported," RFE Research, 24 December 1980.
16. The Economist, 1 November 1980, pp. 41-42; Jan B. de Weydenthal, "Poland's New Unions
Gain a Place in the System," RFE Research, 20 November 1980.
17. Jan B. de Weydenthal, "Poland Asserts its Identity," RFE Research, 29 December 1980.
18. Darnton from Warsaw in The Neu, York Times, 27 January 1981; Jan B. de Weydenthal, "The
Problems of Power in Poland," RFE Research, 22 January 1981.
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serious the situation was and that few alternatives were left. In early
December 1980, the White House let it be known that a Soviet invasion
of Poland was imminent, and the Polish party leadership strongly implied
the same. Then, however, for reasons we do not know, Brezhnev for the
first time decided not to invade.
Wa/qsa's position was becoming more difficult. The church, and most
Catholic and social-democratic intellectuals and he, fearful of invasion,
pleaded for moderation against the radicals in Solidarity's leadership and,
increasingly, in KSS/KOR, who wanted to take a harder line largely
because they thought that a Soviet invasion was very unlikely. As other
social groups reemerged and pluralism progressed, WaI/sa's influence was
increasingly challenged, and the Polish political scene became more
fragmented.
Attempts of other social strata to institutionalize pluralism began (as
they had in previous waves of liberation in Eastern Europe before August
1980) with university students. In late 1980, student strikes in universities, centering in L6di, became nationwide. The strikers won a nearly
complete victory in February 1981. The egalitarian and libertarian agreement recognized a free students' union (NZS). Student representatives
were to make up one-third of the university and faculty councils, and their
powers would be greatly increased. Censorship of academic publications
was to be ended. Marxism-Leninism and Russian language courses would
no longer be compulsory, and history books would be revised. ,9
A similar process took place in the journalists' and writers' unions. The
previous conformist journalists' leadership was replaced by a largely noncommunist one headed by the leader of DiP, Stefan Bratkowski, a reformist
communist. The Writers Union elected the Catholic Jan J6zef Szczepaiski
as its new head and took a strong stand against previous party practices. 20
Peasants were setting up a rural Solidarity. There had been indications
of this, aided by KSS/KOR, before the August 1980 strikes. The independent peasants' union, first set up on 10 September 1978, was a direct
descendant of various local peasants' committees and indeed indirectly of
the pre-1939 Polish peasant party (PSL.) Several unofficial peasant publications began to appear, and a peasant university was set up. The original
peasants' organizing committee was close to ROPCiO and later to KSS/
KOR. During the summer 1980 strikes, it endorsed the strikers' demands
and demanded that the right to free organization be extended to peasants. 2
19. Le Monde, 20 February 1981.
20. RFE Polish Situation Report, 16 January 1981, pp. 16-22.
21. RFE Polish Situation Report, 3 October 1980, pp. 13-16. The union, Interim Committee of the

Independent Agricultural Labor Unions (TKNZZR), was headed by Zdifaw Ostatek, who had
also been the head of the preparatory committee. For documentation, see Survey (Autumn 1979).
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Conversely, on 22 September 1980, Solidarity declared that the Gdafisk
agreement covered all workers in agriculture, including individual peasant
proprietors.
After the August 1980 strikes, peasant activity burgeoned despite strong
party opposition. In early 1981, the peasant organization was active but
had not been registered. In mid-February 1981, the government came
to terms with two striking peasant unions in Rzeszow and Istrzyki Dolne
"acting in the name of the founding national committee of the professional
union of individual peasants." Walqsa and another Solidarity representative
and the episcopate secretary, Bishop Dqbrowski, participated and mediated
in the negotiations. The right of private peasant proprietors to their lands
was legally recognized. A national peasant union was legally registered
in May 1981 as one of the results of the post-Bydgoszcz compromise,
despite communist fears that it would be in fact a renewal of the traditional
PSL, with strong Christian Democratic tendencies. Substantively, the
agreement was more detailed than the one with Solidarity. It was a largescale victory for Rural Solidarity, notably by the government's agreement
to increase aid to agriculture and to divide it between private and collectivized and state agriculture according to the areas cultivated - that
is, the end of financial discrimination against private agriculture. Moreover, private peasants would be free to buy and sell land, and their farms
would not be limited in size. The two other small legal parties, the United
Peasant and Democratic parties, rapidly transformed themselves into more
genuine ones, but they were too small and discredited to play a major
role.
Poland in fact had four parties in mid-1981, of which the only legal
one, the Communist party, was the weakest and most split. The other
three, the church, Solidarity, and Rural Solidarity, were in the ironic,
paradoxical position of feeling compelled to try to prop up the legal
Communist party, as well as to further its renewal, lest the latter be
crushed by the Red Army.
The church became stronger vis-a-vis Solidarity and the party leadership.
The primate's initial hestitation to endorse the strike gave way to strong
support of Solidarity and within it to support of Walqsa and the moderate
majority against the radicals and KSS/KOR. For the party, the church
had become the indispensable force for restraint by the working class and
the country. The Pope also endorsed Solidarity, but in general terms.
Basically, he remained in reserve, ready, presumably, to throw his overwhelming prestige into the scales if he deemed the situation critical
enough.
KSS/KOR, although it officially dissolved itself in September 1980,
continued to be active, and was denounced by the party leadership and
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the Soviet and East European press. 22 At first, after the August 198C
strike, it pursued its prestrike policy - namely, gradualist, limitec
reforms guaranteed by institutionalized social pluralism and acceptanc
of the leading role of the Communist party and Poland's alliance with th
USSR. 2' By mid-1981, however, the attitude of KSS/KOR's leader, Kurofi, and of its chief ideologist, Michnik, had become more radical. The3
and the radical Solidarity leaders, contrary to the views of the primate
Walqsa, and the Catholic and social-democratic advisors, declared tha
only continued pressure and greater demands could prevent the party frorr
reversing the revolution's gains and that to do this was feasible becaus
it was very unlikely that the USSR would invade Poland. Although Kuroi
and Michnik continued to have considerable influence on Solidarity activists, the radical line was defeated in all the confrontations withir
Solidarity's leadership - its key experts, and above all the church, increasingly opposed it - and polarization in and around Solidarity anc
among its experts thus increased.
At first the party leadership intended to do what it had done in 1956,
1970, and 1976: To procrastinate, split the opposition, and thus erode
what the August 1980 strike had achieved. But this time it did not
succeed. On the contrary, it was driven to further retreats vis-a-vis the
church, Solidarity, and Rural Solidarity. What was left of its fragile
authority eroded further. By mid-1981, what the party leadership had
left was the national consensus that it had to be kept, and even propped
up, in its leading role in order to prevent a Soviet invasion, plus aid
Kania's resistance to Soviet pressure.
By then the party itself, and the revolt of its base against.the apparat
and leadership, had become a central problem of Polish politics. Central
because, first, the church, Solidarity, Rural Solidarity, and the party
leadership - and the Soviets - had come to a temporary compromise
at the end of March 1981 and the beginning of April 1981, after the
Bydgoszcz provocation, and therefore the spotlight shifted to the struggle
within the party. Second, Solidarity seemed for the time being ready tc
consolidate its gains and to prepare for the second provocation. The rankand-file party members - workers and technical intelligentsia - wanted
to rehabilitate themselves; reformist party intellectuals such as Rakowski,
Bratkowski, and the party members in DiP had drawn up specific proposals
for reform of the party; and a few of the apparat decided that since they
22. See the secret instructions of the Polish procurator-general in October 1980, in The Times
(London), 27 November 1980; Le Monde, 29 November 1980; and RFE Polisb Situation Report,
20 December 1980, pp. 13-20.
23. See the interview with Kurofi in Der Spiegel, 15 December 1980 (FBIS/EE/16 December 1980
G I1-16); and Kurofi, "What Next in Poland?," Dissent (Winter 1981).
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could not lick them they had better join them as did a few in the party
leadership.24 These developments were highlighted in mid-April 1981
by a meeting in Torufi of horizontal committees of elected party representatives from factories in various key regions - a dvoevlastie ("doublepower") within the party itself - that demanded that the present party
leadership be renewed almost completely, that the censorship no longer
ban mention of the activists' efforts, that the delegates to the forthcoming
party congress be elected by secret ballot, that the party central committee
inform other socialist countries of the real situation in Poland, and that
the ties among these horizontal committees be institutionalized. Their
leaders reportedly were talking at Torufi of allowing at most 20 percent
of the old central committee to remain - but only if the party leadership
would agree to such a deal with them at once. Thus the party leadership,
which felt compelled at the late-March 1981 central committee plenum
to promise that a party congress would be held no later than 20 July
1981, was faced in early May by what amounted to an attempt by the
newly-organized party base to replace much of the party and the apparat,
by a renewed alternative. The April visit of Suslov to Warsaw demonstrated
the grave Soviet concern about these developments but did not immediately
presage decisive Soviet action against them.
THE ECONOMY

The Polish economy continued to worsen after the August 1980 strikes,
in part because of them and the subsequent confusion and erosion of
authority. National income was projected to be 2 percent lower than
planned for the second year running. Industrial production was running
17 percent less than in 1979, and production losses were estimated to be
70 billion zloty ($2.3 billion). Construction was down 44 percent and
coal exports down 25 percent. Agricultural production was also down:
potatoes 40 percent and meat 33 percent. 25 The wage increases that the
party had conceded to the workers in the August 1980 agreement fueled
inflation, increased budget deficits, and pushed up purchasing power, but
the strike-caused shortfall in production made their control more difficult.
Thus, from a purely economic viewpoint, another price rise was necessary,
24. For example, concerning the limitation of the censorship, see the two draft laws, one by the
ministry of justice and the other by a group of lawyers, journalists, and writers, in 2ycie
Warszawy, no. 27 (1980) (FBIS/EE/5 December 1980/G 19-28.) For general party developments,
sceJan B. de Weydenthal, "Party Attempts to Assert Itself Amid Threats of Soviet Intervention,"
RFE Research, 18 December 1980; and Bader in the FrankfurterAllgemeineZeitung, 18 December
1980.
25. Bialer, "Poland and the Soviet Imperium"; and Cam Hudson, "Poland's Economy: November
1980," RFE Research, 13 November 1980.
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but politically it would be near-suicidal. Because the strike leaders and
the party recognized this, they supported meat rationing to allot it fairly,
prevent profiteering, and thus try to slow down the erosion of political
stability. Economic 2reforms
were proposed, modelled more on Hungary
6
than on Yugoslavia.
The USSR, the United States, and the European Economic Community
increased their credits to Poland and promised food aid. The Western
governments postponed Poland's repayments on their previous loans to
Poland. The Western banks, however, continued to negotiate the terms
of any postponement. Poland was by mid-1981 perilously close to massive
default on its bank loans. Moreover, at its early July 1981 Sofia meeting,
Comecon refused to give any more credits to Poland. Thus the 1981 Polish
economic situation was desperate and no relief was in sight. Moreover,
a drastic fall in productivity, the collapse of the party's authority, and
Solidarity's newly won wage increases made the economic situation worse
still.
Finally, we come to the highly professionalized Polish armed forces.
During the crucial leadership discussions in August 1980, General Jaruzelski made clear - as he had in 1976 after, in his view, the army had
been demoralized by firing on the workers in 1970 - that the Polish
army would never again fire on Polish workers. Moreover, by early 1981,
several hundred thousand new draftees had entered the army who had
gone through the same experiences as the rest of the country, so they were
even less likely to shoot than before. Still, whether they would or not
27
remained less important than whether Brezhnev thought they would.
A key question thus became whether the party, the church, the workers'
leaders, and the oppositional intellectuals, or at least the first three, could
prevent something close to anarchy or hunger riots and thus become the
moral guarantors of the settlements reached in August 1980 and thereafter.
(Indeed, the church became the mediator among and within all contending
social groups, including the party.)28 Then Minister of Defense General
Jaruzelski replaced Pinkowski as prime minister. One of the most reformist
members of the party central committee, Mieczyslaw Rakowski, the editorin-chief of Polityka, became deputy prime minister in charge of labor and
information. That Moczar became deputy prime minister was disquieting
(until he had a heart attack), and Olszowski and Grabski, previously
26. Cam Hudson, "Polish Reformers Inspired by Hungarian Model," RFE Research, 22 January
1971.
27. A. Ross Johnson, Robert W. Dean, Alexander Alexiev, East European Military Establishments:
The Warsaw Pact Northern Tier, RAND R-2417/1-AF/FF, December 1980.
28. Jan B. de Weydenthal, "The Catholic Church's Influence Grows in Poland," RFE Research, 30
October 1980.
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purged by Ochab in part because they had pressed for some pragmatic
economic reforms, became the leaders of the pro-Soviet hard-liners.29
Jaruzelski's call for ninety days without strikes was only initially followed.
Shortly after Jaruzelski's appointment, the peasant and student strikes
were settled on terms very favorable to them. Plans were announced for
rationing meat and some other foodstuffs. Drafts of new party statutes
emphasized democratization of the party and an upper limit on party
members' incomes. Rakowski declared that censorship would rapidly be
limited. Kania visited Prague and East Berlin and then Moscow, where
he attended the twenty-sixth Soviet party congress, and Moscow and the
West both postponed payments on the Polish debt."
Then, in mid-March 1981, the Byzgoszcz provocation threatened a
general strike and a Soviet invasion. Several hundred police broke into
a sit-down strike there and badly beat up several participants, including
Rulewski, the regional head of Solidarity (It was assumed in Warsaw that
Polish hard-liners, perhaps with Soviet help or urging, had organized the
provcation - far from the first, and certainly not the last, in Polish
history.)
The radical Solidarity activists and the KSS/KOR leaders demanded
a general strike in protest. Walqsa, the church, and the moderate advisors
opposed it on the ground that it would mean a Soviet invasion. A compromise was reached between Walqsa and Rakowski only a few hours
before the general strike was scheduled to begin. Instead, there was a
disciplined four-hour warning strike throughout Poland. However, Walqsa had to exert all his authority, and that of the primate, to prevent
a general strike; Rakowski used all his influence on the party leadership;
and presumably, they in turn used their influence on Brezhnev to get
Solidarity, the party, and Brezhnev to accept the compromise. At the
subsequent 9 March plenum of the party central committee, the moderate
line prevailed, but despite strong attacks on him, the hard-line Olszowski
(and Grabski) remained in the Politburo, presumably as part of the earlyApril 1981 Soviet decision not to invade Poland. 1 Had the threat of
a general strike not been averted a few hours before it would have begun,
a Soviet invasion, for which all preparations, as in December 1980, had
been made, would probably have begun.
Another brief period of relative quiet ensued. Then on 5 June, after
the hard liners began to agitate against Kania and some (probably provocative) desecrations of Soviet monuments o~curred, the CPSU sent a
29. Guetta from Warsaw in Le Alonde, 4 February 1981.
30. Le Monde, 20 and 21 February 1981.
31. Jan B. de Weydenthal, "'The Problems of Power in Poland," RFE Research, 22 January 1981.
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stern, threatening letter to the Polish central committee. It denounced
Kania and Jaruzelski by name for losing control of the Polish Communist
party, which, Moscow maintained, was therefore threatened, by revisionists within it and the counter-revolution outside it, with collapse as
a Marxist-Leninist party. The letter's purpose, like that of the Bydgoszcz
provocation, was to bring about the replacement of the party leadership
by a hard-line group which would crack down on the Polish renewal and,
if Moscow felt necessary, ask for Soviet military intervention. Presumably
with Soviet foreknowledge and approval, Tadeusz Grabski, a hard-line
extremist, at a central committee meeting which Kania immediately
called, led a move to unseat Kania. But by a combination of extraordinary
tactical finesse, the support of the generals and provincials secretaries
present, and the prudent refusal of Olszowski to join Grabski, Kania beat
back the attack.
In the weeks immediately thereafter Kania showed even greater tactical
skill by his moderation in victory. Indeed, he even intervened to get
Grabski, Olszowski, and Zabifiski (another hard-liner) elected as delegates
to the congress in order to appease the Soviets, restrain the radicals, and
try to co-opt as many hard-liners as possible to his centrist camp. He also
brought the press under more control.
Meanwhile, by early June the elections of delegates to the party congress,
which after the Torufi meeting had seemed likely to bring a victory of
the radical reformers, swung in favor of Kania's centrist line. They also
reflected the massive personnel changes in the party apparat, the result
of the democratic reform wave of the party base. For example, 80 percent
of the old central committee members were not elected delegates and most
of the regional party officials were replaced. But the delegates' composition
was to Kania's advantage, since some of the radical reformers were defeated
and most of the hard-liners were elected because of Kania's intervention
in their favor. Several factors contributed to the centrist victory: the Soviet
pressure, directly and through Kania's use of it against the radical reformers; Kania's victory at the June plenum, which greatly strengthened
his authority; the radicals' use of Solidarity rather than the party for their
main activity; and, perhaps, the beginning of the ebbing of revolutionary
fervor. In addition, the Pope's designation in early July of Bishop J6zef
Glemp, a long-time associate of Cardinal Wyszyfiski (who died the month
before) as Archbishop of Gniezno and Warsaw, indicated that the Church
would continue its mediating role.
The 14-20 July party congress was indeed, as it was termed, extraordinary, and paradoxical as well. It was remarkably democratic and far
from controlled by Kania. It resulted in an unexpected and unprecedented
renewal of the central committee and the politburo. It consolidated the
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control of the centrists over the party leadership and diminished the
influence of both the hard-liners and the reformists.
Above all, it was a victory of the base over all except the very top of
the apparat. Out of the 200 members of the new central committee, 80
were workers and 28 peasants, a far larger percentage of both than before.
Only 18 out of the 142 members of the old central committee were
reelected. The new central committee included only 4 of the 11 members
of the old politburo, 3 out of 9 of the old party secretariat, 8 out of 49
provincial party secretaries, and none of the 17 old central committee
department heads.
The defeat of the hard-liners was nearly complete: Grabski, Zabifiski,
Kociolek, and even Moczar were not elected to the new central committee.
But such reformers as Fiszbach, first secretary of Gdafisk, and D~browa,
first secretary of Cracow, were also defeated. Olszowski, who had become
a moderate conservative, was barely elected; so was Rakowski, whose
congress speech, an eloquent call for continued reforms, had electrified
the delegates.
Kania got two thirds of the delegates' votes for the central committee.
(Only Jaruzelski got more.) However, his attempt to be elected at the
beginning of the congress failed - one of the many signs that the delegates
refused to be manipulated by anyone.
Kania also got two thirds of the votes for first secretary, after two of
the others nominated by the new central committee, Olszowski and Rakowski, declined and the third, Kania's close ally Barcikowski, ran only
to have another candidate presented. The new Politburo included only
four of the previous members; Kania, Jaruzelski, Barcikowski, and 01szowski. Four workers were added, including one woman member of
Solidarity (Grzyb), one reformer (Labecki), and one outspoken hard-liner
(Siwak). Also added were two ministers (Czyrek of foreign affairs and
Milewski of interior), two academics, and three regional secretaries (Rakowski was not elected).
Kania's congress speeches were rigidly centrist and full of praise for the
USSR and its foreign policy. The new party statute provided for secret
elections and at most two five-year terms for all party officials.
The congress restored some of the party's morale and at least a little
of its authority. It also showed how much the overwhelming majority of
the party wanted a return to peace and order. Yet it adopted no clear
program and although its procedures were democratic, its results were
so politically balanced that it did not mark a final victory for either reform
or reaction. Moreover, the new central committee was politically inexperienced and therefore unlikely to be as much of a control organ over
the apparat as it was pledged to be. Furthermore, although the center
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was strengthened, the hard-liners and the reformers were still represented
in the politburo. Thus the struggle for power - and for policies - would
continue.
Poland's economic problems continued to get worse. As Jaruzelski said
at the congress, net income declined 15 percent and wages rose 23 percent
from January through June, foreign debt was expected to rise $3 billion
more, the supply of goods available was 10 percent less, and prices would
have to be raised 110 percent to take up the slack. Moreover, new strike
threats loomed, including LOT, the national airline, whose workers, in
what might become a test of Solidarity's aim to have firms controlled by
their workers, demanded that they be allowed to choose their own director.
The government refused.
THE USSR

By mid-1981 the Soviets had not intervened militarily in Poland,
although they had twice come extremely close - perhaps only by hours
- to doing so in the first week in December 1980, and again in the first
week in April 1981. Both times Brezhnev had decided to postpone his
decision. Whether or not it would stay postponed remained unclear. They
were, and realized that they were, damned if they did and damned if they
did not.
The Soviets underestimated the speed and extent of Polish deveiopments. They procrastinated. They tried to strengthen the Polish Communist party by constantly threatening intervention and by giving Poland
a $1.3 billion credit, $1.1 billion in hard currency. They twice tried
unsuccessfully to replace the Polish communist leadership with pro-Soviet
hard-liners. By mid- 1981, however, they had made a considerable impact
on developments in Poland, and invasion, although at least postponed,
no longer seemed imminent. (In response to repeated Western warnings
of the dire consequences of an invasion of Poland, Moscow always replied
that it had no such intention.)
The costs to Moscow of invading and of not invading Poland were far
more serious than with Hungary in 1956 and Czechoslovakia in 1968.
For example, Poland has always been the principal invasion route into the
USSR from the West. Since 1945 it has divided the USSR from East
Germany, control over which is essential for Moscow to maintain, as it
is determined to do, a divided and weak Germany. Second, in Hungary32
and Czechoslovakia the initiative had come from within the party and the
intelligentsia, but in Poland in 1980 it was a spontaneous workers' move32. Cam Hudson, "Polish Reformers Inspired by Hungarian Model," RFE Research, 22 January
1981.
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ment, the worst menace to any Leninist. (Remember Lenin's and Trotsky's
ruthless crushing of the Kronstadt rebellion.) Third, Poland has historically always been strongly anti-Soviet and pro-Western. A free Poland
was therefore the more dangerous to the USSR and the more necessasry
to maintain under firm Soviet control. Fourth, because the USSR has so
many other problems - notably Afghanistan, long-range theater nuclear
force (LRTNF) deployment, the new Reagan administration, and Chinesesponsored encirclement - that it in theory cannot afford to allow the
Polish developments to continue and consolidate. " Think, after all, of
the effect of such developments in East Germany, Czechoslovakia, the
Baltic states, 4 and the Ukraine. The more and the longer the Polish
workers hold on to their gains, the more, probably, they will gradually
infect the rest of Eastern Europe, beginning with its developed parts and
eventually, perhaps, the non-Great Russian parts of the USSR as well.
How, when, where, and how much these gains will have an effect we
cannot know. Fifth, the destabilization of Poland that has already occurred,
to say nothing of what seems likely to come, has potentially endangered
the Red Army's main line of communications with its twenty-two divisions
in East Germany. Sixth, it seemed likely to open Poland up more and
more to Western influence and to make it more and more difficult to
enforce any effective media censorship there, including that of anti-Soviet
material. Finally, while Khrushchev and Brezhnev had largely depoliticized the Soviet intelligentsia and crushed the dissident movements, the
decline in Soviet economic growth made workers' unrest unlikely in the
USSR later in the 1980s, and what happened in Poland might well
stimulate it further.

However, the arguments against invasion were also very strong. First,
the Soviets have long memories - for example, of the Polish sacking of
Moscow in the early seventeenth century, of how the Poles fought when
the tsars crushed the Polish risings of 1830 and 1963, and of when the
Nazis, with the Red Army standing by across the Vistula, crushed the
Warsaw risings of 1944. Most Soviets, therefore, believed that if the Red
Army invades Poland, most of the Poles would fight, long and fiercely.
The result would thus be to make the Red Army's lines of communication
to East Germany, at least by rail, even more unreliable for at least some
time. At first, therefore, a Soviet invasion force of perhaps around one
million troops would be necessary. Second, the Polish party leadership,
unlike Nagy (in Hungary) and Dub~ek (in Czechoslovakia) were not
33. Bruce Porter, "Soviet Diplomacy towards Poland since the Gdansk Accords," Radio Libert5
Research, 4 December 1980 (Radio Libert) Research Bulletin, 12 December 1980.)
34. Willis from Riga, "Latvians Eye Polish 'Reforms' with Envy," Christian Science Monitor, 30
September 1980.
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revisionists. Solidarity was heathen, not heretical, and Soviet Communism,
like other religions, has always found the former less dangerous than the
latter. The Polish Communist party leadership was not searching for
independence from the USSR; without the threat of Soviet intervention
they could not keep themselves in power. Some, perhaps much, of the
Polish army would probably fight. There would be a nationwide sit-down
general strike and at least for some time thereafter an underground resistance movement that would require a long-term Soviet troop commitment. Any East European units the Soviets used would not be very reliable,
and if East German troops were used, they would only further enrage the
Poles." Third, Moscow would have to assume the Polish debt to the West
(some $25 billion) and subsidize the Polish economy much more than it
had already done. Fourth, invasion would threaten all Moscow's gains in
Western Europe, end detente and Bonn's Ostpolitik there, drive the Italian
Communist party (PCI) and Spanish Communist party (PCE) to break
completely with the CPSU, guarantee US-LRTNF deployment in West
Germany, and at least for 2a time reconsolidate US-West European relations, thus ending, or at least postponing, Moscow's hopes to profit from
their differences. (That an invasion might in fact eventually worsen the
relations was also possible, but the Soviets would be taking a risk to
assume this.) Fifth, the Red Army was fighting in Afghanistan and was
heavily committed on the Chinese frontier. Finally, an invasion would
probably play into the hands of the Chinese, for it would intensify the
encirclement of the USSR by driving Reagan closer to Beijing, cause
Washington to arm China massively against the USSR, end all armscontrol negotiations with the United States, and favor the superhawks
over the hawks in Washington. The USSR had, in theory, other, intermediate alternatives: to try to have Warsaw declare martial law (but would
the Polish army crush - or join - the general strike that martial law
would surely provoke? Would this, indeed, not spark a Polish rising?);
to conduct large-scale military maneuvers in Poland; or to change the
Polish party leadership (but how and to what end, after it had so clearly
failed to do so?). Or it could wait, as it had, hoping that Polish fervor
would die down and that the Polish party leadership would again, as in
1950, 1970, and 1976, get the situation back under control. In mid1981 Moscow seemed still to be waiting for that.
In mid-1981, the economic, and therefore political, challenge that
faced Kania, Walqsa, and the church seemed likely to intensify. Could
they keep the Polish working class quiet and persuade it to accept austerity
in the face of its high expectations and declining standard of living?
35. Alexander Alexiev, A. Ross Johnson, and S. Enders Wimbush, If the Soviets Invade Poland,
RAND P-6569, December 1980.
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At the time of this writing in September 1981, an answer to the central
question around which all other considerations revolve has become increasingly important, and perhaps more uncertain than ever. Namely,
whether the communist party and Solidarity will continue to compromise,
especially on the key issue of workers' self-management, which Solidarity
demanded and the party opposed, or whether confrontation might become
an explosive crisis.
September 1981
POSTSCRIPT

On December 13, 1981, General Jaruzelski, by then First Secretary
as well as Prime Migister and Defense Minister, declared martial law and
carried out mass arrests, including Walesa and almost all the other leaders
of Solidarity, plus many intellectuals. This was followed during the next
week by bloody clashes between police and striking workers, in which
at least 74 were killed. The Church condemned the government's action
but warned against civil war.
Was this, as some first thought, a genuine military coup, the first in
any communist country? It seemed not; rather, it was a move by the
combined party and army leadership, united in the person of Jaruzelski.
Was it a Soviet intervention by proxy? In a sense, yes, for the situation
had reached, or was about to reach, a point where the Soviet army might
have been ordered by Brezhnev to intervene if the Polish army did not.
And, if only to maintain himself in power, over and above any Soviet
pressure, Jaruzelski had perfectly adequate reasons to intervene on his
own.
As of this writing, only one week after Jaruzelski's move, we still know
far too little about its causes. Clearly the steadily worsening economic
situation pushed both Solidarity and the party-army leadership toward
radical policies. In the two weeks before martial law, the radicals acquired
majority control over the Solidarity leadership and pushed through a
resolution calling for Solidarity to stage a nation-wide referendum whether
or not the communist party should continue to rule Poland. Conversely,
the party-army leadership saw itself, because it could not improve the
economic situation, forced to turn to mass repression instead. (But the
martial law procedure showed such long and careful preparation that it
could hardly have been mounted only as a result of Solidarity's referendum
demand.) And, finally, the Soviets had presumably long been trying to
persuade Jaruzelski to do what he did.
Poland's immediate future is cloudy indeed. If martial law and bloody
repression succeeds in breaking the strikes, Jaruzelski may be able to fulfill
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Tacitus' lapidary verdict on the Roman conquest of Britain: "They made
a desert and called it peace." But the economy will continue to get worse.
The killings have already stamped Jaruzelski as a tyrant for the great
majority of Poles. It is difficult to imagine that the memory of the heroic
Polish resistance to the Nazis in World War 1I, and the new generation
of Poles, who have heard of its glory but not personally experienced its
cost in blood and tears, will not sooner or later reconquer some, if not
all, of the gains which Solidarity seemed, all too briefly, to have won.
Compromise in the near future will be difficult, for too much blood already
separates the party-army from the people. The situation may still get out
of hand and the Soviet army intervene.
So blood may still continue to flow on Polish snows this winter, as it
so often has before. The red on white, the colors of the Polish flag, will
once again symbolize Poland's tragedy - and its glory.
December 20, 1981

